Association of sex hormone-binding globulin and free testosterone with mortality in men with type 2 diabetes mellitus
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Abstract

Objective: Low circulating testosterone levels have been associated with increased mortality in men. We hypothesized that the prognostic role of testosterone in men with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is influenced by its carrier protein sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG).

Design: We conducted a prospective cohort study at a tertiary referral centre.

Methods: In total, 531 men with T2DM presenting to a diabetes clinic in 2004–2005 were followed prospectively until death, or July 31, 2014, and a survival analysis was performed. The main outcome measure was all cause mortality.

Results: Over a mean (s.d.) follow up of 7.6 years (2.6) 175 men (33%) died. In Cox proportional hazard models both higher SHBG (Hazard Ratio (HR) 1.012 (95% CI 1.002–1.022), \( P = 0.02 \)) and lower calculated free testosterone (cFT) (HR 0.995 (95% CI 0.993–0.998), \( P = 0.001 \)) were risk factors for all cause mortality independently of age, BMI, presence of macro- and microvascular disease, duration of T2DM, hemoglobin, renal function, insulin use, C-reactive protein and homeostatic model of insulin resistance. By contrast, the inverse association of total testosterone (TT) with mortality weakened after these adjustments (\( P = 0.11 \)). SHBG remained associated with mortality (\( P < 0.001 \)) both if substituted for or added to TT in the multivariable model. In the fully adjusted model, an increase of SHBG by 17.3 nmol/l (1 S.D.) increased mortality by 22% and a decrease in cFT by 81 pmol/l (1 S.D.) increased mortality by 45%.

Conclusions: The association of SHBG with mortality in men with T2DM is novel. Whether SHBG acts via regulation of testosterone, has intrinsic biological roles, or is a marker of poor health requires further study.

Introduction

Sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG) has traditionally been considered to be a passive carrier for circulating sex steroids such as testosterone, determining their bioavailability and metabolic clearance (1). In men, 40% of serum testosterone is tightly bound to SHBG, 58% loosely to albumin, and the remaining 0.5–2% circulates as the free form. More recent evidence suggests that SHBG is not just a passive carrier, but actively regulates the cellular uptake of testosterone and cellular proliferation via a specific receptor (1, 2). SHBG gene polymorphisms influence the risk of developing type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) (3), and SHBG has been implicated in the development of the metabolic syndrome independent of testosterone levels (4). Circulating SHBG concentrations are strongly correlated to testosterone levels and affected by a variety of factors. Most importantly, SHBG levels increase with age, whereas SHBG levels are reduced with obesity or insulin resistance (5). While low endogenous testosterone levels have been associated with increased mortality in observational studies of community-dwelling men (6), only one
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Study has assessed this association specifically in men with T2DM (7), with inconclusive findings. Focus on men with T2DM is important not only because they commonly have reduced testosterone levels (8) but also because total testosterone (TT) levels, generally accepted to be the most useful diagnostic measures of androgen status may be confounded by low SHBG levels due to insulin resistance and obesity (5). Moreover, prognostic implications of SHBG in men with T2DM have not been investigated previously.

To assess whether SHBG and testosterone are risk factors for mortality independent of competing mortality factors or factors that influence their circulating concentrations, we prospectively followed a well-characterized cohort of men with T2DM who had a detailed baseline assessment between 2004 and 2005 (9). We hypothesized that if SHBG influences mortality via regulation of testosterone, SHBG will predict mortality additively to total, but not to free testosterone.

Subjects and methods

Study population

This study was initiated in February 2004 as a prospective cohort study of patients with T2DM presenting to an outpatient diabetes clinic at Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia, a tertiary referral center. Collection of baseline clinical, anthropometric and laboratory data was performed during routine clinical visits for patients attending between February 2004 and December 2005 as described and in part reported previously (9). SHBG and testosterone levels were measured at baseline and during subsequent clinic visits in blood samples drawn in the morning in the fasted state. Patients were followed to death or to July 31, 2014. All men gave informed written consent and the study was approved by the Austin Health Human Research Ethics Committee.

Ascertainment of incident deaths

The primary outcome was death from any cause until July 31, 2014. Timing and causes of death were ascertained from the National Death Index (NDI) of the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW). This registry contains both the original death certificate and the International Classification of Disease 10th revision (ICD-10) coded cause of death. At the time of linkage all deaths occurring up to July 31, 2014 had been recorded in the NDI. Due to the delay in the ICD-10 coding for cause of death by the AIHW, cause-specific mortality was available up to October 31, 2013.

Quantification of testosterone and SHBG levels

SHBG levels were determined with the Immulite 2000 analyser (Diagnostics Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA, USA). Reference range for SHBG was 13–71 nmol/l, and minimum detection limit was 0.02 nmol/l. Intra- and interassay coefficient of variation (CVs) for two different concentrations (5.0 and 75.9 nmol/l) were 4.2%, 5.2% and 4.6%, 5.4% respectively (9).

Serum TT was measured by immunoassay (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA) with a minimum detection limit of 0.35 nmol/l as described. Intra- and interassay CVs assessed for two different concentrations (4.7 and 26 nmol/l) were 3.9%, 4.8% and 5.7%, 5.0% respectively. Reference range for this TT assay was 10–27.6 nmol/l, based on gas chromatography/mass spectrometry measurements obtained from a reference panel of 124 healthy, reproductively normal young men (9, 10).

Free testosterone values were calculated from TT, SHBG and serum albumin based on mass action laws with Vermeulen’s formula (11). Reference range for the Access-Testosterone/Immulite SHBG combination for calculated free testosterone (cFT) was 230–610 pmol/l, based on the same reference panel of 124 healthy, reproductively normal young men (9, 10).

Statistical analysis

The mean and s.d. are reported for descriptive data. Between-group differences were tested for significance by means of Welch t-test and χ²-test with Yates’ correction for continuity in case of frequency distributions. Only for highly non-normally distributed values such as CRP we used median, interquartile range and Wilcoxon rank sum test. Tables were considered explanatory and not corrected for multiple testing. Correlation between sex hormones was assessed using Pearson’s product-moment correlation. Reliability of single hormone measurements was assessed with the use of a mixed random-effects model, including the test variable measured at all time points, the yearly visits as a grouping factor and a subject-related random effect. We estimated the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC 2) across all time points from patients who had repeated hormone measurements available weighted for sample size at each time point.

Survival analysis was used to follow up patients until they died or their observation period ended. Patients had
entered the study at various time points between 2004 and 2005, but the study period ended for all patients on July 31, 2014, the date of the mortality audit. The status of all patients was confirmed on this date. As a result, the uncensored observation period extended to a minimum of 8.6 years where every subject was accounted for, but was variable thereafter.

Analyses of risk factors associated with increased mortality relied on Cox Proportional Hazards model. Differences in frequencies were compared by log rank test, significance of covariates in multivariable models based on Wald test. The assumption of proportional hazards was verified by Schoenfeld test and Schoenfeld plots. Analyses were carried out with the covariates as continuous or categorical variables. Normally, the effect of a continuous covariate on the hazard is assumed to have a log-linear functional form in the Cox Proportional Hazards model. We tested for linearity of a continuous covariate in the Cox Proportional Hazard model by fitting penalised smoothing splines of three degrees with the default four degrees of freedom (psplines in the R package). A nonlinear functional form for a covariate was retained in the model only if the nonlinear component of the fit was confirmed to be significant by Wald test. This was the case for univariable models with TT and cFT, whereas a linear approximation was sufficient for the multivariable models involving the two androgens. BMI showed a u-shaped relationship and was therefore discretised into meaningful clinical categories for use as a covariate in the models. For SHBG, age and other continuous covariates, the assumption of a log-linear hazard was not violated either in the uni- or multivariable models. In the models reported, results refer to the use of the linear continuous variable unless stated otherwise. Despite the proportionality assumption not being violated, we tested linearity of age by fitting splines to age, stratified for age using the built-in ‘strata’ routine of the program, and assessed its interaction with androgens. In the final model, we relied on age as a linear continuous covariate, as none of the more complex functions provided significantly better estimates. For risk factors of interest, such as SHBG, cFT and TT, crude and adjusted hazards ratios are reported to ascertain their significance independently of covariates. Candidate covariates for hazard models were chosen a priori to cover covariates affecting competing diabetes-related mortality risk markers, including i) in multivariable model 1: age and four categories of BMI (<25, 25–30, 30–35, >35 kg/m^2), ii) in multivariable model 2, in addition to the factors present in model 1: duration of T2DM, presence of macro- and microvascular disease and iii) in multivariable model 3: all factors of model 2 and C-reactive protein (CRP), haemoglobin, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), insulin use and the homeostatic model of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) as a measure of insulin resistance. Surrogate markers such as HbA1c were not included in the final model because i) HbA1c was not a significant risk factor in a univariable model in this cohort (P=0.33); ii) we already included a panel of more robust end point markers such as duration of diabetes, presence of macro and microvascular complications and insulin resistance; and iii) concerns of over-fitting due to collinearity with the other markers. We did, however, test that the inclusion of HbA1c did not weaken the association of SHBG and androgens in multivariable model 1 (see the section ‘Results’). In addition, metformin use was not included in the model, because metformin use was related to age, renal function and prognostic markers of diabetes as well as to SHBG and testosterone levels, making incorporations of metformin use highly complex.

Cause-specific hazards models were censored for competing risks. The significance of an added factor on improving model prediction was assessed in nested models with the likelihood ratio test. The performance of the various predictive models was compared with receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves derived by generalized linear models with a binomial function (binary logistic regression) using survival status at 8.6 years as the outcome. ROC curves were tested for significant difference with Delong’s test. P<0.05 conferred significance throughout. The statistical software packages R 3.2 for Mac, JGR 1.7–17, Deducer 0.7–7, nlme 3.1–120, packHV 1.8, rms 4.3–1 and pROC 1.8 were used for the data analyses (12, 13).

Results
Baseline characteristics of the patients
Of the original cohort of 571 patients with T2DM (9), 40 men were excluded because they were subsequently commenced on testosterone treatment (n=25), or received androgen deprivation therapy for prostate cancer (n=15), leaving an analytical sample of 531 men. The baseline characteristics of the 531 men are shown in Table 1. Mean age (s.d.) was 66 years (11.7), BMI 30.1 kg/m^2 (5.3), SHBG 37 nmol/l (17.3), TT 11.2 nmol/l (4.3) and cFT 223 pmol/l (81).

During the observation time (mean 7.6 years, s.d. 2.6), 175 men (33%) died. Mean follow up of survivors was 9.1 years (0.4), and mean time to death was 4.6 years (2.6).
Compared to men who remained alive, men who died during follow-up were older (73 years (9.6) vs 62 years (11.0), \( P < 0.001 \)), had longer duration of T2DM, and a higher prevalence of established macro- and microvascular disease. They also had worse renal function, lower haemoglobin levels and higher CRP levels at initial presentation (Table 1). There was no difference in BMI, HbA1c, lipid levels or HOMA-IR between the men who died or remained alive (Table 1).

### Associations of baseline sex steroid levels with all-cause mortality

Men who died during follow-up had higher baseline SHBG levels compared to the men who remained alive: mean (s.d.) 43 nmol/l (18.6) vs 34 nmol/l (16.0), \( P < 0.001 \) (Table 1). In contrast, baseline testosterone was lower in the men who died compared to men who remained alive: TT 10.2 nmol/l (4.4) vs 11.7 nmol/l (4.2), \( P < 0.001 \) and cFT 185 pmol/l (79) vs 241 pmol/l (75), \( P < 0.001 \).

Survival was significantly worse in men with higher baseline SHBG and with lower testosterone levels, as shown by Kaplan-Meier plots (Fig. 1A, B and C).

When further analyzing hazards by Cox proportional hazard models, in univariable analyses, SHBG was associated positively (\( P < 0.001 \)) and TT (\( P < 0.001 \)) and cFT (\( P < 0.001 \)) inversely with mortality. It should be noted that, while no violations of the proportional hazard assumption occurred, for TT a nonlinear penalised spline curve fitted the log hazard significantly better (\( P = 0.007 \) for the non-linear component) than a linear approximation (Table 2). This indicates a threshold effect for TT starting at approximately 10 nmol/l. A linear approximation tends to slightly underestimate the risk of low TT levels. For example, a TT level of 5 nmol/l confers an estimated relative hazard rate of 2.1 (95% CI 1.6–2.7) in the nonlinear model, compared to 1.7 (95% CI 1.3–2.1) in a linear model. Results for TT with age strata (HR 0.95 (95% CI 0.91–0.99)) were similar to introducing age as a continuous covariate (HR 0.95 (95% CI 0.92–0.99)). Age did not significantly (\( P = 0.43 \)) interact with TT. Nor was a spline fit of age superior to linear approximation. For SHBG, unlike in TT, the contribution of the non-linear component was not significant (\( P = 0.52 \)). However, a significant (\( P = 0.014 \)) non-proportional influence of age on SHBG was apparent when testing for their interaction.

**Table 1** Baseline characteristics of the patients. Values show mean and (s.d.) or number (% of total) for each parameter, except for CRP, where values show median and interquartile (25th to 75th percentile) range. Men who died had entered the study slightly earlier than those who were still alive at the end of the observation period, resulting in a slightly shorter theoretical observation time: mean (s.d.) 9.1 (0.4) for men who remained alive compared to 9.2 (0.4) for men who died, \( P = 0.003 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>All (n = 531)</th>
<th>Alive (n = 356)</th>
<th>Died (n = 175)</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
<th>( N )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>66 (11.7)</td>
<td>62 (11.0)</td>
<td>73 (9.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>30.1 (5.3)</td>
<td>30.1 (4.9)</td>
<td>30.2 (6.0)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHBG (nmol/l)</td>
<td>37 (17.3)</td>
<td>34 (16.0)</td>
<td>43 (18.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT (nmol/l)</td>
<td>11.2 (4.3)</td>
<td>11.7 (4.2)</td>
<td>10.2 (4.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFT (pmol/l)</td>
<td>223 (81)</td>
<td>241 (75)</td>
<td>185 (79)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (%)</td>
<td>7.5 (1.3)</td>
<td>7.5 (1.2)</td>
<td>7.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMA-IR</td>
<td>2.58 (1.6)</td>
<td>2.48 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.79 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol (mmol/l)</td>
<td>4.3 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.4 (0.8)</td>
<td>4.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides (mmol/l)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.2)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL (mmol/l)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.4)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin (g/l)</td>
<td>142 (16.0)</td>
<td>146 (14.2)</td>
<td>135 (17.0)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (g/l)</td>
<td>40 (3.6)</td>
<td>40 (3.0)</td>
<td>39 (4.4)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eGFR (ml/min)</td>
<td>71 (24.7)</td>
<td>76 (22.9)</td>
<td>59 (25)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP (nmol/l)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.1–6.2)</td>
<td>2.4 (0.9–5.5)</td>
<td>3.9 (2.2–7.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin use</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>294 (58%)</td>
<td>208 (61%)</td>
<td>86 (51%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>215 (42%)</td>
<td>131 (39%)</td>
<td>84 (49%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrovascular disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>291 (57%)</td>
<td>224 (66%)</td>
<td>67 (39%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>218 (43%)</td>
<td>114 (34%)</td>
<td>104 (61%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microvascular disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>276 (54%)</td>
<td>197 (59%)</td>
<td>79 (46%)</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>231 (46%)</td>
<td>139 (41%)</td>
<td>92 (54%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of diabetes (years)</td>
<td>10 (5.0–15)</td>
<td>9 (5–13)</td>
<td>13 (7–19)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHBG, HR 1.090 (95% CI 1.025–1.158), age, HR 1.128 (95% CI 1.084–1.174), SHBG*age, HR 0.999 (95% CI 0.998–0.999). Younger men showed a more pronounced increase in mortality with increasing SHBG than older men. cFT displayed both a nonlinear log hazard in the univariable model ($P = 0.029$) and a significant ($P = 0.040$) interaction with age, making it a complex risk factor. Its disproportional influence appeared to be stronger in younger men. The influence of these interactions diminished in the more complete models. Thus, we relied on linear approximations with SHBG and the androgens as continuous variables to derive the HRs for the multivariable models reported in Table 2, where the contributions of the more complex nonlinear components were no longer significant.

Both SHBG and testosterone retained a strong and independent role in various multivariable Cox models adjusting for other known predictors or candidate confounders (Table 2). In particular, SHBG was a risk factor for mortality independently of age, BMI, duration of T2DM, presence of macrovascular and microvascular disease, haemoglobin, eGFR, insulin use, CRP and HOMA-IR ($P = 0.017$) (Table 2). Using Pearson’s product-moment correlation, the correlation between TT and SHBG was 0.44, $P < 0.001$. SHBG remained predictive both if substituted for ($P < 0.017$ vs $P = 0.11$ for TT) or added to TT levels (likelihood-ratio test, $P < 0.001$) in multivariable model 3, both suggesting that SHBG is a stronger predictor of mortality relative to TT. Conversely, adding TT to SHBG improved prediction (likelihood-ratio test, $P < 0.001$) suggesting that TT provides prognostic information not captured by SHBG alone.

Lower TT was a risk factor for mortality independently of age, BMI, duration of T2DM, presence of macrovascular or microvascular disease ($P = 0.017$), but this inverse association was no longer significant when additional adjustments for haemoglobin, eGFR, insulin use, CRP and HOMA-IR were performed ($P = 0.11$) (Table 2). HbA1c was not part of the models for reasons discussed in Methods. However, it did not weaken the association of SHBG ($P = 0.026$), cFT ($< 0.001$) or TT ($P = 0.030$) in multivariable model 1.

A lower cFT was a risk factor for mortality independently of age, BMI, duration of T2DM, presence of macrovascular or microvascular disease ($P = 0.001$) (Table 2). Further, when SHBG was added to the fully adjusted model containing cFT, model prediction did not improve (likelihood-ratio test, $P = 0.11$) whereas conversely adding cFT to the model containing SHBG improved prediction (likelihood-ratio test, $P = 0.004$). This suggests that a low cFT is a stronger predictor of mortality relative to SHBG.

In the fully adjusted model, an increase of SHBG by 17.3 nmol/l (1 s.d.) increased mortality by 22% and a decrease in cFT by 81 pmol/l (1 s.d.) increased mortality by 48%.

In addition to time-related mortality risks analysed by Cox models, we further investigated the performance of the various predictors by logistic regression using survival status at 8.6 years as a binary outcome. ROC curves derived

**Figure 1**

Kaplan–Meier estimates of overall survival of patients according to serum SHBG (Fig. 1A), total testosterone (Fig. 1B) and calculated free testosterone (Fig. 1C) levels.
Table 2  Associations of SHBG and testosterone with all-cause mortality. Multivariable model 1: adjusted for age and BMI. Multivariable model 2: adjusted for parameters in multivariable model 1, as well as duration of T2D, presence of macrovascular and microvascular disease. Multivariable model 3: adjusted for parameters in multivariable model 2, as well as hemoglobin, CRP, eGFR, insulin use and HOMA-IR. Sample size (n) and number of events (e) for each model: univariable model n = 531, e = 175; multivariable model 1 n = 498, e = 166; multivariable model 2 n = 487, e = 164; multivariable model 3 n = 398, e = 122. Data are reported as hazard ratios and (95% CI) per unit change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Unadjusted univariable model</th>
<th>Multivariable model 1</th>
<th>Multivariable model 2</th>
<th>Multivariable model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHBG</td>
<td>1.021 (1.013–1.029)</td>
<td>1.010 (1.001–1.019)</td>
<td>1.010 (1.001–1.019)</td>
<td>1.012 (1.002–1.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.921 (0.886–0.958)</td>
<td>0.957 (0.920–0.995)</td>
<td>0.953 (0.915–0.991)</td>
<td>0.960 (0.912–1.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cFT</td>
<td>0.992 (0.990–0.994)</td>
<td>0.996 (0.994–0.998)</td>
<td>0.996 (0.994–0.998)</td>
<td>0.995 (0.993–0.998)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by the models and compared by the area under the curve (AUC) showed the combination of TT plus SHBG to significantly improve prediction over the use of TT alone (Fig. 2A). Sensitivity and specificity of the predictions are also shown for the more complete models (Fig. 2B). In a linear regression with cFT as the dependent variable and TT and SHBG as the explanatory variables, the adjusted R squared value was 0.92, P < 0.001. Pearson’s product-moment correlations between cFT and SHBG were −0.25 (P < 0.001) and, between cFT and TT, 0.72 (P < 0.001).

Sensitivity analyses  
Findings did not materially change if deaths occurring within the first 12 months of the observation period (n=16) were excluded, and both SHBG (P = 0.038) and cFT (P < 0.001) were still associated with mortality after adjustment for all confounders (multivariable Model 3). As in the full-time model, the predictive value of low TT failed to reach significance (P = 0.089). In an incomplete sample (n=198), smoking status was not a significant confounder either by itself or in an adjusted model 1 and was therefore not included as a variable in models of the entire population.

Associations of baseline SHBG and testosterone levels with cause-specific mortality

Information on cause-specific mortality was available for a total of 157 deaths: 49 men (31%) died of cancer, 46 (29%) of cardiovascular causes and 62 (39%) due to other causes.

Cancer mortality

Both higher SHBG and lower cFT were risk factors for cancer mortality independently of age and BMI; SHBG, HR (95% CI) 1.027 (1.012–1.043), P < 0.001 and cFT HR (95% CI) 0.992 (0.988–0.996), P < 0.001, but not TT, HR (95% CI) 0.948 (0.878–1.024), P = 0.18. Additional covariates were not examined due to an insufficient number of events. High SHBG remained predictive if additionally adjusted for TT levels in the above model (HR 1.040 (95% CI 1.022–1.057), P < 0.001). Findings for SHBG (P = 0.002) and cFT (P = 0.002) remained significant after additional exclusion of eight men either diagnosed with cancer diagnosed at baseline (n = 6) or dying of cancer deaths in the first 12 months (n = 2). Cancer mortality was diverse, with lung (20%), colorectal (20%) and hematological (20%) the most common causes.

Mortality due to cardiovascular disease

SHBG was not significantly associated with cardiovascular disease (CVD)-related mortality (HR 1.015 (95% CI 0.999–1.031), P = 0.052). Lower cFT was associated with CVD mortality (HR 0.993 (95% CI 0.989–0.997), P < 0.001), but this was no longer significant after adjusting for age and BMI (P = 0.12). TT was not (P = 0.11) associated with CVD mortality.

Mortality from causes other than cancer or CVD

In univariable analyses, SHBG (HR 1.014 (95% CI 1.001–1.028), P = 0.042), lower cFT (HR 0.993 (95% CI 0.989–0.997), P < 0.001) and lower TT (HR 0.899 (95% CI 0.840–0.960), P = 0.002) were associated with increased non-cancer/CVD mortality but these associations became non-significant after adjustment for age and BMI (P = 0.57, P = 0.25 and P = 0.073 respectively).

Stability of hormone levels on repeated measurements

Of the 531 men, 443 men representing for follow-up had one or more repeat hormone levels available, measured after a median of 2.0 years (range 0.6–4.1 years).
Baseline characteristics of these men were not significantly different in men with repeated compared to single hormone measurements except for duration of T2DM, which was shorter (median 8.5 vs 10 years, \( P = 0.037 \)), and HOMA (2.8 vs 2.2, \( P = 0.032 \)), which was higher in the men with single measurements. In men who had repeated hormone levels, there was a high intraclass correlation between all samples taken, 0.95 for SHBG, 0.93 for cFT and 0.81 for TT.

**Discussion**

In this prospective cohort study of men with T2DM, high SHBG and low free testosterone levels were strongly associated with all-cause mortality independently of many recognized diabetes-related risk factors, making them relevant risk factors for long-term mortality. In contrast, the association of low TT levels with mortality weakened after adjustment for confounders.

Given the observational nature of this study, we cannot determine whether these associations are causal, due to reverse causality, or non-causal and driven by shared risk factors. Remarkably, the associations of SHBG and free testosterone remained strongly significant after adjustment for multiple competing mortality risk factors and for patient characteristics affecting the circulating levels of these hormones, including age, BMI, vascular disease, duration of T2DM, inflammation, insulin use, insulin resistance, renal function and haemoglobin. While the association with cancer mortality was strongest, both SHBG and free testosterone were weakly associated with death from cardiovascular and other causes. It is possible that SHBG and free testosterone represent markers of poor health. Consistent with this possibility, malnutrition and energy deficits can increase SHBG levels (14), and acute or chronic illness can reduce circulating testosterone (15).

However, the mortality associations persisted after deaths occurring in the first 12 months were excluded. SHBG and free testosterone were associated with mortality outcomes over many years with stable serum concentrations on repeat measurements. This makes it less likely that their levels were affected by unmeasured illness.

While low testosterone has been associated with increased mortality in most but not all studies (6), the prognostic significance of SHBG has received little attention. Assuming high SHBG is causally related to increased mortality, what are the possible mechanisms?

On the one hand, SHBG could affect mortality indirectly, via regulating testosterone action, either via its binding properties or via a receptor-mediated process. Consistent with the former is the free-hormone hypothesis, which postulates that only free testosterone is bioactive whereas SHBG-bound testosterone is not. In this scenario, higher SHBG levels, by binding more testosterone, would limit the amount of bioactive testosterone leading to a reduction in tissue androgenisation. In line with this, low free testosterone was associated with mortality not only more strongly than SHBG but also more strongly than TT. Alternatively, or additionally, SHBG may modulate the activity of bound testosterone via receptor-mediated endocytosis. In rodents, megalin, a member of the low-density lipoprotein receptor gene family, facilitates the endocytosis of SHBG-bound sex steroids into cells, suggesting that SHBG actively regulates testosterone action even in the bound state (2).
On the other hand, the present findings do not exclude the possibility that SHBG could affect mortality directly, in addition to its role in testosterone regulation. Although not yet cloned, there is strong evidence for the existence of a G protein-coupled SHBG receptor, and SHBG has been shown to regulate cell proliferation in preclinical models (16). Only unliganded, but not sex steroid-bound SHBG binds to the SHBG receptor, suggesting that SHBG may have biological actions that are independent of sex steroids (1, 17).

Given that low SHBG levels are associated with the development of T2DM or the metabolic syndrome (3, 4), one may expect low SHBG levels to be a risk factor for cardiovascular mortality. In one study of community-dwelling elderly men, low SHBG was associated with increased cardiovascular mortality, but the association was not significant after adjustment for prevalent CVD (18). In addition, SHBG was not associated with mortality in other prospective studies after multivariable adjustments (19, 20). Consistent with our findings, high SHBG was independently associated with both all-cause and non-CVD mortality in a large cohort of elderly men (21), and all-cause mortality in a small study of men with congestive cardiac failure (22). However, in Norwegian men, a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the SHBG gene, rs1799941, was not associated with mortality, despite its association with 24.7% higher SHBG and 14.7% higher testosterone levels (23). None of these previous studies specifically enrolled a diabetic population. It is plausible that SHBG, given its relationship with insulin resistance, has different prognostic roles in men without diabetes compared to men with established diabetes, with a median duration of T2DM of 10 years in our population.

There has only been one previous study in a cohort of men with T2DM to compare our findings with (7). That study was limited by shorter follow-up of 5.8 years and a lower number of deaths (n=72), and an association of low testosterone with mortality was lost after adjustment for age and SHBG (7).

In our diabetic population, high SHBG and low free testosterone were associated with cancer mortality independent of age and BMI, but not with mortality from other causes. While low testosterone has been associated with cancer mortality in community-dwelling men (24), we are unaware of studies reporting an association of SHBG with cancer mortality, although the aforementioned SNP in the SHBG gene (23) was not associated with incident cancer. Further studies in larger population are required to confirm our observations.

Strengths of this study include a relatively long follow-up and a large number of prospectively and robustly adjudicated deaths with consistent findings after adjustments for multiple confounding variables and after sensitivity analyses. In addition, given the potential variability of sex steroids levels (5), we performed repeated measurements of testosterone and SHBG and showed that these levels remained stable over time, with intra-class correlation coefficients ranging from 0.81 to 0.93.

Limitations of this study include the observational design that cannot distinguish causation from association because of possible reverse causation and confounding by unmeasured variables. We studied a high-risk population with relatively longstanding T2DM attending a tertiary referral centre, and whether the findings are generalizable to lower-risk men is unknown. We did not have sufficient information regarding thyroid function or alcohol consumption, variables that may affect SHBG levels (5). Only few patients used anti-convulsive medications or were diagnosed with liver cirrhosis, both linked to increased SHBG levels (5). Indeed, while these conditions usually markedly elevate SHBG levels, in the entire cohort, SHBG levels exceeded the upper limit of normal range by 30% in only three men. Moreover, only five deaths were due to liver disease. While SHBG immunoassays are robust (25), we measured testosterone levels by immunoassay, rather than by mass spectrometry. However, in a previous RCT of men with T2DM and lowered testosterone levels (26), we observed, prior to testosterone treatment, a high correlation (r=0.78, P<0.0001) of the testosterone immunoassay used here with a Centers of Disease Control-traceable mass spectrometry assay (27). Although we collected detailed information at baseline, we do not have follow-up information on whether there was a change in competing risk factors over time. While free testosterone was calculated rather than measured directly, mass-action equations like Vermeulen’s formula used here (11) correlate very well with gold-standard equilibrium dialysis (28). Finally, given that only a small number of men (n=25) were commenced on testosterone treatment during follow-up, we cannot assess whether testosterone treatment is associated with changes in mortality.

In summary, this study shows that higher SHBG and lower free testosterone levels are remarkably robust risk factors for mortality in men with diabetes, independently of a large number of competing risk factors or modifiers of circulating hormone concentrations. The fact that only low free but not TT was associated with mortality, coupled with the observation that free testosterone had a stronger impact on mortality than SHBG, suggests that high SHBG
may affect mortality predominantly by restraining testosterone activity. However, there is no consistent evidence that testosterone treatment improves mortality in men (29), and our findings do not exclude an independent role of SHBG. Therefore the prognostic roles of SHBG and its intrinsic biological actions require further study.
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